Why choose Marmoleum® Click Cinch LOC?
1. Color/Design
Marmoleum Click Cinch LOC provides a wide variety of colors that
are not oﬀered by many vinyl companies. Along with the multiple
size options (12”’x12” squares and 12”x36” planks), this provides the
homeowner with an endless array of design options and custom
looks for their home. Many vinyl products tend to focus their entire
oﬀering on earth tones and wood looks, we oﬀer those as well but
have expanded our color oﬀering with additional bright colors, accent
colors, marbleized patterns, and contrasting striation colors. This
provides the homeowner with unique and custom looks for their
home.

2. Room Warmth
Because Marmoleum Click Cinch LOC is made with natural
ingredients, the product reaches room temperature very quickly. Thus
eliminating that cold and uncomfortable feeling that occur on some
other ﬂoor types. Marmoleum Click Cinch LOC can be used in homes
with underﬂoor heating.

3. Finish
M
 armoleum Click Cinch LOC has a strong protective “Top Shield
2” Matte ﬁnish applied during the manufacturing process, so no
topical application of ﬁnish is needed. No ﬂoor stripping or waxing
is required, therefore saving homeowners money by not having to
purchase unnecessary chemicals. This “Top Shield 2” ﬁnish applied
during manufacturing is very resistant to scratching, scuﬃng, and
wear. Its lifespan can be 3 times greater than that of a typical vinyl
ﬁnish.

4. Natural Ingredients
Because of the natural ingredients used in the manufacture of
Marmoleum Click Cinch LOC, the ﬂooring product has natural antistatic and anti-microbial properties that don’t require any topical
additives. This makes the product easy to clean, reduces allergens, and
improves indoor air quality and life for those homeowners and their
families with respiratory issues. No PVC or chemical “oﬀ- gassing” with
Marmoleum Click Cinch LOC.

5. Noise Reduction
If noise reduction is your issue, Marmoleum Click CinchLOC has a
cork backing to provide comfort underfoot and tremendous acoustic
sound reduction (IIC rating of 57). You can even achieve enhanced
sound reduction properties by installing foam underlayment, thus
keeping noise levels to a minimum.

